
   
 

 

COBRA LEGAL SOLUTIONS ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH LDM GLOBAL 

New York, New York, 17 May 2010 - Cobra Legal Solutions today announced a strategic partnership with 
technology leader, LDM Global, broadening both companies’ offerings for their clients worldwide. The 
partnership helps both companies fill out their EDRM offerings. It adds offshore document review, litigation 
support, legal research, and contract management services for LDM Global clients and computer forensics, 
tape restoration, electronic discovery and hosted review capabilities for Cobra Legal Solutions clients.  

Candice Corby, CEO of Cobra Legal Solutions LLC, stated, “LDM Global is a perfect international eDiscovery 
solutions partner for us. Our clients need a broader set of solutions and services to manage and respond to 
eDiscovery demands. LDM Global provides these capabilities and services from the outset, with forensics 
collections through the review process, with their hosted solutions capabilities.”  

“They are focused on their clients and have the same drive as we do to provide the highest quality solutions 
and to exceed expectations for delivery of all aspects of the discovery process,” continued Corby.  

Chris O’Reilly, LDM Global President, stated, “The partnership with Cobra Legal provides a best in service 
review staffing choice for our clients. They provide greater quality control – more people reviewing the work, 
at lower cost and their highly selective staffing, as well as their extensive and ongoing training program ensures 
a superior quality product during a document review.” 

“The business model we see for many firms is to use junior lawyers or trainees for first level review to control 
costs.  However, we think Cobra Legal’s offshore capability offers a more effective approach to minimize cost 
while at the same time providing the experience to ensure superior quality. They also provide some of the best 
QC measures to make sure processes and procedures are carefully outlined and monitored for all stages of the 
review,” said O’Reilly.  

“With this partnership we combine top quality technology and eDiscovery solutions with the highest quality 
document review to provide our clients with an end-to-end solution at a predictable price.  Our bundled per 
gigabyte pricing provides an excellent value to our clients,” says Corby.  

Together, Cobra and LDM Global will provide computer forensics, and hosted document review as well as 
technical support and project management for large, complex international litigation. 

About Cobra Legal Solutions 

Founded in 2007 by US lawyers with extensive large-firm experience, Cobra Legal Solutions seeks to 
revolutionize the delivery of superior legal support services to practical and innovative law firms and corporate 
legal departments in the United States, the United Kingdom, and around the world.  Cobra’s high quality, cost-
effective document review and litigation support services are provided by Cobra’s full-time review team and 
managed on-site by U.S. attorneys and U.K. solicitors.  Cobra's management team integrates years of litigation, 
technology and management experience to ensure seamless delivery of services from India to customers 
located anywhere in the world.   

For further information contact: 
Cobra Legal Solutions Marketing 
US: +1 212-668-0200 



   
 

 

India: +91-44-4296-3800 
arthur.halpern@cobralegalsolutions.com   

About LDM Global 

LDM Global is a worldwide premier legal document and information management provider specializing in 
computer forensics, tape restoration, large scale electronic and paper based discovery services, online review 
and international projects.  Since its inception in 1996, LDM Global has remained at the forefront of the legal 
industry. LDM Global is known for its legal document management expertise and superior customer service, 
which has made it the leading international company of choice for lawyers worldwide. LDM Global operates 
from 6 major locations - London, Manchester, Brussels, Paris, Sydney and Connecticut.  

For further information contact:  
LDM Global Marketing 
UK: +44 (0)207 613 1160 
US: +1 206 774 9973 
marketing@ldmglobal.com 
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